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the pretty young girl, who has made her debut in a famous italian fashion magazine, is a daughter of the famous russian
designer natalia vodianova. she is also a daughter of renowned fashion designer anna vodianova, who is now a famous
model herself.the vodianovs have always been interested in artistic culture - their daughter learned to paint at the age of
four, and like her parents, she works as a model, designer and actress. the vodianovs live in italy, which they feel very
much like home. here's one more beauty from the russian fashion! oksana yozhnaya was a model for a famous russian
fashion designer. in 2011, she left her native russia and moved to the united states. yozhnaya, who lives in los angeles,
works as a model, and in the future she plans to get her phd in psychology and finish a course at the academy of fine arts.
maria shevelenko was a model for men for the famous gum department store and later on for the famous fashion label
gucci, and appeared in such magazines as vogue, elle and vogue. she was a member of the russian championship team of
ballroom dancing, and for a long time she was engaged in a duel with the famous russian ballroom dancer anna
mikhalkova. she also took part in the music videos of famous russian singers, took part in tv shows and wrote a book
about her experience. yelena metyolkina was a star of russian fashion and cinema in the 1970s. after leaving school,
metyolkina initially worked as a librarian.she then became a model for gum, moscow's primary department store,and
posed for magazine spreads.it was in a picture in one of those magazines that she was noticed by richard viktorov who
was filming through the thorns to the stars, a teenage sci-fi movie. viktorov was looking for an actress to play the role of
niya the extraterrestrial and metyolkina was a great fit for the role, despite having zero prior acting experience.in the
1990s, metyolkinaworked as a secretary for the businessman ivan kivelidi.at some point, kivelidi was poisoned but
metyolkina, fortunately, survived.since then, she has worked at a school for foreign languages, has become fervently
religious, and is a member of a church choir.
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one of the best-known models in the world - the famous american model, anna murphy. the 18-year-old was born in a
small city of the russian far east - the girl spent her childhood with her parents in the united states. her mother katia, a

teacher of russian, and her father, a doctor, are both graduates of moscow state university. anna loves fashion and
beauty, and she dreams of having her own beauty company. anna's work includes not only the catwalks of new york and

paris, but also fashion events, such as the fall/winter 2010 shows of the stella mccartney and vivienne westwood
collections. german model sasha kazantseva, a 15-year-old girl, came to the attention of the fashion world after she made

her debut on the catwalk of dior. sasha kazantseva was born in a small siberian city - the girl lived with her mother in
moscow, where she studied at the school of communication. now the girl lives in moscow with her mother, and she studies

at the institute of television and radio. from an early age, the model appeared in the pages of the magazine scandal. a
native of moscow, irina, aged 15, was discovered in a street of the capital by the famous photographer vadim lakhin, who
first worked with such starlets as irina ozerskaya. after the first campaign, irina became known as a model of high caliber,

and she quickly became one of the most sought-after girls in moscow. this is how she came to be seen in scandal
magazine, where she posed in a series of famous photographers. the last shoot was with the famous fashion photographer

andrey khrzhanovsky, who gave us his first book of fashion portraits of young girls. irina was awarded a special prize in
the 2002 edition of the international photo contest "young fashion models". 5ec8ef588b
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